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A. G. Baldridge Dies Friday; Founder
Of Store Thai Became An Institution
A. G. Baldridge, for over 47
years a prominent businessman in
Fulton as the owner of a variety
itore that has been the hub of
downtown shopping since 1910,
died Friday, January 24, at Fulton Hospital. He was 78.
Mr. Baldridge had been in III
health for the past several years,
but was still an almoft-daily
figure at his store up until a
week or so before his death.
Services were held Sunday afternoon at the First Methodist
Church with the Rev. Henry F.
Russell, pastor officiating. Burial,
under direction of the Whitnel
Funeral Home, was in the Mausoleum in Fairview Cemetery.
Besides his wife, Mr. Baldridgc
leaves a daughter, Mrs. Clyde
Williams, Jr., of Fulton; three
brothers, Joe and Walter Baldridge, both of Martin, and Charlie Baldridge of Newbern, Tenn.,
three sisters, Mrs. Carrie Castleman of Gleason, Tenn., Mrs.
Ruby Morgan of Detroit, Mich,
and Mrs. Conner Bell of Martin;
and four grandchildren, Ann
Hunter, Jim Gordon, Ruth Lynn
and Clyde Williams, III, all of
Fulton.
Active pallbearers were Bob
Binford, Fred Brady, Guy Gingles, Joe Davis, Norman Terry,
and Robert McCain.
The honorary pallbearers in-
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Annual Chamber Of Commerce Meeting
Is Monday; Local Industries Will Take
Spotlight; New President To Be Elected
"Mother s March For
Polio Will Be Tonight

Albert Gordon Baldridge

Fulton's economy is largely dependent on its local
manufacturing industries and an appreciation for those
industries wil be shown on Monday, February 3 when
the Chamber of Commerce holds its annual meeting at
Smith's Rose Room.
Every member of the Chamber of Commerce is urged
to be on hand for the meeting to show some measure
of appreciation for those industries which bring millions of dollars in payrolls to the retail firms in the
Fulton area.'

The "Mothers March" for Polio
will be staged tonight (Thursday)
at 6 o'clock.
The march is being sponsored
by the Terry Norman and West
Fulton P-TA groups, with Mrs.
Charlie Noles and Mrs. George
Moore, P-TA
presidents, in
charge.
"Retailers, whose business bene- dents of the Chambers of Com•
•
fits greatly from these concerns merce of Hickman, Clinton, MarSOUTH FULTON, SAME TIME
owe it to themselves to be on tin, Union City and other comThe Mothers' March for Polio hand," Charles Reams president munities in the Fulton area.
High ranking officials of the
will be conducted in South Ful- of the Chamber of Commerce said
today. "Without such firms as the Illinois Central Railroad will be
ton
during
the
same
hours
as
story).
Foley,
Martin.
(See
Ronald
Continued on Page Five
on the Kentucky side, it was Siegel Factory, the Illinois Cen- on hand as will officials of the
S
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
tral Railroad, Fulton Pure Milk Siegel plant and other local inannounced Wednesday.
Company, and other firms in this dustries.
•
•
In addition to the program recWorkers will cover all of the payroll class, Fultem's economy
Kentucky side and residents are would suffer greatly," he added. ognizing local Industries the anasked to have their light turn- Mr. Reams pointed out that at- nual meeting will feature the
ed on and their donations ready tendance at the meeting by all election of four new members of
Miss Janice Smith, a sixth- book.
retailers and other members of the board of directors and the
For m er Supeitendent of for the ladies.
"Bill of Harris Fork," the smil- grade student at South Fulton
All funds collected will go to the Chamber of Commerce is an election of a new president to
ing Irishman with the ready wit School, won the Ken-Tenn in- Schools of Fultoz4 and Graves
indication of appreciation for head the group for another year.
is, who has the Polio Fund.
and the love for poetic satire, dividual Spelling Championship Counties, J. 0.
While the business activities
The Blue Crutch sale, sponsor- these firms.
was buried in Fulton on Tues- last Saturday morning in the served as judge throughout the
Principal speaker at the meet- planned for the program are brief,
day. "Bill of Harris Fork," whose finals of a contest aired weekly spelling matches, expressed him- ed by the American Legion, will
self as "amazed" at the abilities be Saturday, with Wilson Martin ing will be Barney Tucker, chair- the guests and members will hear
pen name was known only to over WFUL.
man of the executive committee reports from the out-going presiof the finalists, stating that they in charge.
himself and his patron saint, was
The contest to determine the
of the Kentucky Chamber of dent as well as a report from the
known to local newpaper read- individual championship of the were the finest group of spellers
Commerce. Mr. Tucker will out- industrial committee of the organers as W. L. (Bill) Durbin, the area lasted a marathon hour-and- he had even seen.
line the program followed by his ization.
Each participant in the indivisage of Water Valley, Kentucky forty-five-mintites, forcing "spellWin Whitnel will act as master
own community, London, Kentucof Fulton's best known mistress” Jo Westpheling into dual competition had previously
and
one
Well, now that's more like it
bringing
many
industries
ceremonies for the meeting
ky,
in
of
earned
the
right
te
compete
by
employees.
railroad
beloved
and
round after round of extra time
Thanks very much for all the
and will introduce the guests and
to that city.
having a perfect record in the
For the past several years the as she tried without success to team matches, held late last fall. Sixty-two passengers from the
nice nominations for the "Citizen
Invited to the meeting are presi- prominent visitors. He will also
I. C.'s Chicago-bound "Seminole,"
of the Year Award." Its just like pen of "Bill of Harris Fork," has give the five remaining finalists
recognize the activities of FulJanice Smith, the grand cham- several bandaged and many muddy
ton's leading manufacturing inI said . .. there are lots of people been stilled as a result of a lin- some word in the sixthagrade pion, is the daughter of Mr. and
disheveled,
were
served
who do many worthwhile things gering illness which confined speller that they couldn't spell. Mrs. J. E. Smith of Fulton Route and
dustries.
breakfast at Smith's Cafe in Fulwho deserve recognition that our him to his home.,
Finally exhausting the words 3. Her teacher is Mrs. Vestal Col- ton last Saturday morning fol.'.
Mr. Tucker, an outstanding and
committee which makes the ansuccessful manufacturer of LonBut as sure as he wore the in the sixth-grade speller, an tharp at South Fulton. Miss Smith lowing a derailment of the train
nual award should know about. shamrock on St. Patrick's Day eighth-grade book was procured received a handsome loving cup
In a special meeting here Mon- don, Kentucky is recognized as
near Corinth, Miss, in the wee
If by chance you failed last week he never lost his cheerful out- to settle the contest, but not be- to keep permanently.
day evening, the 'Fulton city one of Kentucky's most prominearlier
hours
of
the
morning.
to send in your nomination for look on life or became impatient fore five (see picture) had deretain all present ent industrialists. He will be inThe runner-up, who also reA. C. Whitt, flagman from Bir- council voted to
the Citizen of the Year award with his debilities in his declin- monstrated their ability to spell ceived a loving cup, is Carol Ann
department
heads
now serving.
troduced by Mrs. Paul Westphelmingham, was killed in the wreck,
you still have time to do so. Just ing years.
This was some "left-over" bus- ing a member of the Chamber of
any word that could be given Henderson, sixth-grade student and eight passengers were taken
write either Paul at the News or
them in their current grade at Beelerton.
to hospitals in Cort&h, none iness from the previous meeting Commerce's industrial committee
An injury incurred while workate at the radio station (WFUL)
with serious injuries. -None her6 -Ohe easpioyees iqclude the folyears
and your nomination will be ing on the railroad several
towing:
from
the • Fulton area.
ago brought retirement for Bill
given serious consideration.
W. A. Roach, Superintendent of
A
special
train
was
made
up
Durbin. But retirement to him
the Water Works; Jack Maddox,
In
Fulton
immediately
after
the
he
Although I can hardly believe was not alone the fact that
wreck and brought the remain- Superin4endent of the Gas Destopped helping to get those
The following were patients in
it. our little girt Mary Jo cele
ing
passengers to Fulton for partment; J. H. Harrison, Assismeant
it
their
way,
tant Superintendent of the Gas the local hospitals Wednesday
brated her eighth birthday last trains on
breakfast,
before
continuing
them
'February
1
is
cultural
National
Farm
information
to
the
pubsadder than that to
Department; Cliff Johnson, Gar- morning, January 29.
Sunday. It seems no time at all something
on their way.
Durbin. It meant that he Broadcasting Day and Station lic
bage Department; and R. H. Mer- Jones Heeektal:
since she was little enough to bite Bill
WFUL
will
participate in the obTechnological and scientific
could not be in the middle of
rell,
Cemetery Sexton.
the top off her baby bottle nipple
M. E. Vincent, Dukedom; Mrs.
and enjoying the fellow- servance which this year has the progress is making it increasingW. D. Powers wa, eppointed
and then throw the bottle on things
theme "Broadcasting Serves Rur- ly important that farmers have
Bill
friends.
For
his
many
ship
of
Assistant Water Works Superin- E. C. Wayne, Clinton; Mr. and
the floor and laugh like all get
up-to-the-minute information on
was a jolly good fellow al America."
tendent and utility man for other Mrs. Lubie Bennett, Water Valout. It seems like even less time Durbin
The station staff plans a num- m any development affecting
devoted
and
loyal
ley;.Mrs. Mose Forrester, Water
was
a
and
he
departments.
kinto
than that that she went
ber of special interviews and fea- their business. More and more
Mr. E. S. Scheidenhelm, a Dairy
The council voted to retain J. Valley; W. T. Edward, Water
dergarden and brought home friend.
tures during the day, and every- they are depending upon radio Specialist and Mr. George Corder.
Mr. Durbin was born in
W. McCoy of Madisonville as Valley; Mrs. petty Williams, Mrs.
little paper dolls and her teacher
one throughout the area is urged and TV for such special services
Gerald Harrison, Mrs. Noble Mcsent home notes about what she Youngstown, Ohio. son of the to turn on their radio early Sat- as reports on weather, markets. a Field Agent in Agriculture both Water Consultant
Fadden and baby, Bertha Mitfrom
the
University
of
Carolyn
Kentucky
and
H.
William
late
C.
D.
Edwards
resigned
as
City
Mary
course
of
because
do
was to
urday morning and leave it on all economic trends and government
chell, Mrs. J. 0. Anderson, Mrs.
Jo couldn't even read her name. Watts Durbin. He started work- day, so that none of these en- programs and regulations--as will be at the Lodgeston School Building Inspector, and upon the
next Wednesday night, February recommendation of the Planning W. W. Roach, Mrs. R. L. Cannon,
ing for the I. C. Railroad here
joyable and informative high- well as entertainment and gen- 5th, at 7:00 p. m. for a meeting
1916, and retired in 1948 after
and Zoning Board, Assistant Mrs. Moody Yates, Leroy Beard,
So it was with some nostaglia in
eral information.
lights will be missed.
to discuss their respective speci- Chief of Police Hassell Williams and Mrs. C. L. Maddox all of
while
accident
in
an
injured
being
that
Saturday
that I realized last
Such reports enable the farmer alties.
WFUL, of course, seeks to serve
Fu on.
was appointed to the position.
our little girl is getting bigger at work.
its rural listening area in every to plan his operations on a sound
Hospital:
HI1lvie
of
member
was
a
Durbin
Mr.
every day and what is more she's
possible way, every day of the business-like basis. For example,
Church,
Mrs. Albert Cruce, Dukedom;
making notes, plenty of them the St. Edwards Catholic
year. On its daily log are many a single weather report may enWilliam Campbell, Paducah, Mrs.
about things to come. In fact she the Moose Lodge and the Brother- very popular features and pro- able him to take steps which enJames Baker and baby, Martin;
requested that her birthday party hood of Railway Trainmen.
grams, many providing a real ser- able him,lo save an entire crop
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Kel- vice to its rural listeners.
Mrs. Hershel Hicks, Pilot Oak;
from a sudden freeze. Current
be a "dress up" party and that
Throughout the nation, more
her little guests were to come lena Cole Durbin; a son, NorEight annual regional Baptist Mrs. Raymond French, Water
One of the most popular is the market reports, along with reliCalif.;
Monte,
"dressed up." I thought perhaps „bert H. Durbin of El
free "Trading Post" program able outlook information, serves than 4,700,000 Cub Scouts, Boy Sunday school conventions will Valley; Richard Stubblefield,
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Roe of every noon hour, which last year, as a guide to a more orderly
when she told some of her guests
mar- Scouts, Explorers, and their adult be held in Kentucky during the Mayfield; Robert Nunley, Paduwhat kind of a party it was to El Monte, Calif.; and three grand- by conservative estimate, served keting program, thereby helping leaders will observe Boy Scout weeks of February 10th and 17th, cah; Mrs. Floyd Dedmon, Mrs.
be that they would misunderstand children.
over six thousand requests for consumers as well as producers. Week, February 7 to 13, marking sponsored by the Sunday school Larry Carter, Mrs. Fred Wells,
Services were held at the St. buyers, sellers, things lost, found,
and think perhaps that I wanted
The speed with which farmers the 48th anniversary of this department of the Kentucky Bap- Mrs. Edwin Harrison, Floyd Winston, Mrs. Harold Allen Taylor,
them to be dressed up in their Edwards Catholic Church Tues- wanted and many miscellaneous receive and put into practice organization.
tist executive board.
Sunday best. But not so. Mary day morning at 10. Father William classifications. This free service scientific discoveries, techniques
At the suggestion of President
In the southwestern region, Mrs. H. H. Strong, Sr., L. D.
Jo's guests knew exactly what Can-oil officiated. Burial, under has a tremendous daily audience. and production tools has a direct Eisenhower, Honorary President which includes this area, the Wright, Ray Bruce, Mrs. Joyce
kind of a party it was to be and direction of Whitnel Funeral
Ohter popular services include effect upon their efficiency. This, of the Boy Scouts of America, meeting will be held February Bell, Bob McKnight, Mrs. A. B.
they seemed delighted.
Home, was in Fairview Cemetery. daily broadcasting of local weath- in turn, largely determines their the movement will undertake a 11th at East Baptist Church, Pa- Cowell, Mrs. Florence Pickle, Mrs.
er forecasts, local hospital admis_ income, the quality of their pro- yearlong Safety Good Turn to be ducah. Harry Meadors, Paducah, Dave Winfrey, Mrs. Harris Pirtle
When the first guests arrived I
alone and dismissals, marketing ducts and the price the eonsum- launched during Boy Scout week. regional president, will preside. and Mrs. Will Lewis all of Fulton.
was a little shocked to see them
reports, special interviews, and er pays. Today's farmer is proFulton Hospital:
come to the door with week-end
on-the-spot news coverage of all ducing more meets, milk and
bags My gosh, I thought, Mary
important events, disasters, and eggs per acre and per man hour
Mrs Everett Bradley Clinton;
Jo has invited them to spend the
special bulletins.
worked—and the quality of the
the
against
$20,000
for
suit
Mrs. James Markle and baby,
A
week-end and goodness knows I
The
Second
Annual
product
Farm
is
better.
Thus,
food
costs
of South Fulton has been
Hickman; Mrs. Grace Gardner,
had made no preparations to ac- City
Broadcasting Day is being °beer- have increased less than that for
the Obion county circuit
Water Valley; Dolan Myatt,
comodate ten youngsters for a filed in
ved nationally in recognition of any other major necessity. This
Crutchfield, Mrs. Em Griffin,
court.
Ten
delegates
from
Fulton
the
46th
Farm
and
Home
Week
found
soon
I
party.
But
slumber
the important role radio and tele- is largely because of the free and
County Homemakers Clubs are information session at the Uni- Martin; Boone Watkins, CrutchThe suit, filed by Mr. and Mrs. vision play in getting vital agri- rapid flow of information.
out that I was something of a
field; Oris Griffin, Mayfield;
representing their organizations versity of Kentucky.
Fulton,
South
"square" for not understanding E. E. Mount, of
Mrs.
this week at the annul "Farm
The "school" opened Tuesday Mrs. C. Morrison, Dresden;
that "dress up" meant that they seeks $15,000 for Mrs. Mount, who
and Home Week" at the Univer- afternoon, concludes Friday af- Charles Grissom, Water Valley;
were going to play "ladies" all was injured by a fall in a hole,
Mrs. Frank Mooney, Hickinpn;
sity of Kentucky.
ternoon.
afternoon. Mary Jo's birthday is reportedly dug by employes of
Mrs. Hester Arent, Martin; Mrs.
includes:
group
Mrs.
J.
E.
The
and
Fulton,
she
South
but
City
of
26,
January
the
actually on
As in other years, the "week" Arlie Morris, Water Valley; Mrs.
Hickman
County
Delegate;
Smith,
office
post
Mount,
a
so
$5,000 fqr Mr.
wanted the party on Saturday
The. Leadership Training School concerning Christian beliefs will
features dispensing of Information Walter Scott, Clinton; I.uther
to be held at the First Methodist be taught by Rev. James P. Homemakers Club Delegate, Mrs. on rural subjects. But this time
that it would not interfere with employe.
Pickens, Water Valley; Mrs. PhilHomemakers
French;
Cayce
Torn
the usual Sunday afternoon plans
Mrs. 'Mount was hospitalized Church here in Fulton from bion of Paris, Tenn.
the approach is different.
lip Graves, Hickman; Mr. and
Alice
Sowell;
Delegate,
Miss
Club
tonow
February
13
is
walks
to
description
of
guests.
and
February
9
As
the
the
cow-stime
her
some
of
for
An even dozen "problem areas" Mrs. Edd Watts, Wingo; Mrs.
Club
DeleHomemakers
Victory
crutches,
it
announcing
an
outstanding
ea
indicate,
these
courses
are
NOT
day
only with the aid of
of Kentucky farmers and their Edna Alexander, Crutchfield;
After the first shock of reali- is said. Mr. Mount, who was ser- faculty which will teach the five for Sunday school teachers only. gate, Mrs. Ernest lenkins; Crutch- families have been picked. SpeciDickie Gosstun. Water Valley;
Delegate,
Club
Homemakers
field
weekThe courses offered at the school
zation that it was not a
iously ill in a Memphis hospital courses offered.
Little; Fulton Home- alists in all fields of agriculture— Mrs. Della Coleman Mayfield;
end house party I knew full well at the time of Mrs. Mourics acA study on guiding kindergar- this year were selected with the Mrs. Neal
S. from rural sociology to swine pro- Mrs. R. L. Conley, Alamo; Mrs.
what it was all about when Mar- cident, seeks compensation for ten age children will be taught purpose in mind to help BAR- makers Club Delegate, Mrs.
duction—are discussing these pro- Earl Mulcahy, Mrs. R. V. PutHomemakDeMyer;
Bennett
M
the
as
teachers
in
guildto
ENTS
as
well
up
Arove
services
Homra
without
the
MemFleet
of
garet
having to do
by Mrs. Guide B.
blems.
nam, Sr., C. W. Burrow, Larry
Fenwick;
Mrs.
Bill
Delegate,
ers
group
they
guests
age
particular
ing
the.
two
deposited
time.
phis. Guiding primary ago childhouse end
of Mrs. Mount at that
C. 0. Meachem, Mrs. G.
include
urLatham,
problem
areas
The
DeleHomemakers
Creek
Rush
class.
The
or
in
a
at
home
who were something out of
Mr. and Mrs. Mount are being ren will be taught by Mrs. Ver- have
marketing,
Mrs. M. J. Tyson,
Dimmitt,
livestock
W.
banization,
Glidewell,
Jr.;
M.
F.
gate,
Mrs.
combination of Harper's Bazaar represented by Randall Burcham non W. Bradley of Clinton, Ken- Board of Managers, who make
Dele- diet and foods, home remodeling Mrs. Tucker Brown, Danny Townand Modern Screen. To the door of South Fulton and Miles 8c tucky. Guiding junior age child- this school possible for Methodists Western Homemakers Club
Sutton; Mrs. or building, capital operations, send, George Hunter, B. B Stepcame Cindy Homra and Becky Miles of Union City. Charles ren will be taught by Mrs. Harry in this area, stress the fact that gate, Mrs. Norman
Demonstra- economic use of equipment, con- henson, Mrs. J. T. Travis, Mrs.
McLeod,
Home
W.
D.
one
on
sit
in
should
every
parent
world
the
ameeene
all
Atlanta,
is
Georgia.
looking
attorney
repreThe
Mitchell,
Fields as city
sumer problems, estate planning Clarence Pickering, Mrs. Mike
Extension
Agent
tion
to
learn
how
to
classes
these
of
at
dowagers
understand
youth
how
to
study on
like Fifth Avenue
senting South Fulton.
going
to
and transferral, population shifts, Fry, and Mrs. Lola Howard all of
Kentucky
is
I
Rural
with
problems
their
handle
better
the epening of the Metropolitan.
The case probably will be will be taught by I. G. Floyd
Fulton.
school four days this week, at nev.• agricultural products, etc.
and youth.
children
study
Atlanta,
Georgia.
A
Jr.,
Feely,
May.
in
Five
heard
Pepe
contineed on
eluded Raymond Gambill, Grady
Varden, Lawson Roper, Roper
Fields, Dr. J. C. Hancock, B. B.
Henderson, Hunter Wtiitesell,
Wilmon
Pickering,
Clarence
Boyd, H. H. Perce, K. Homra,
CHAMPION 6th-GRADE SPELLERS: (front row,
Clyde Williams, Sr., Abe Jolley,
1
to
r): Donna Jackson, Clinton; Gary Prince, Sharon;
Ernest Fall, Jr., J. K. Boyd, Paul
Kenney, N. G. Cooke, Clarence Carol Ann _Henderson, Beelerton, second-place winner;
Stephens, C. S. Townsend, mem- (back row, I to r): Mrs. Vestal Coltharp, 6-th grade
ber of the Official Board of the
First Methodist Church and mem- teacher at South Fulton, standing next to Janice Smith
bers of the Morman B. Daniels of South Fulton, who won the grand championship;

Bill Durbin Is
Buried Tuesday

Janice Smith, Carol Ann Henderson Win Top
Spelling Honors in Marathon Run-Off Saturday

62 From Train Wreck
Eat Breakfast Here
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New Council Keeps
Department Heads

WFUL Plans Special Observance Of
"Farm Broadcasting Day" Saturday

HOSPITAL NEWS

Specialist Attend •
Lodgeston Meeting

February 7-13 Is
"Boy Scout Week"

Mounts Sue City Of
S. Fulton For $20,000
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Baptists Plan Sunday
School Convention

Ten County Delegates Represent
Homemakers At U-K This Week

Teaching Staff Is Announced For Methodist
Leadership School, Which Begins February 9th

Chamber Of Commerce Membership Should
Turn Out 100% For Appreciation Program
Next Monday night at Smith's Rose
Room the Chamber of Commerce will
hold its annual meeting and election
of officers. At the same time it will
undertake to pay a long-past-due
honor to some of Fulton's leading
manufacturing concerns whose payrolls play a big part in bolstering the
economy of this city.
We say "long past due honor" advisedly, for while most of us spend
a large amount of our time planning
to get new industries for Fulton, we
very often fail to recognize the fact
that if it were not for a handfull of
local industries, Fulton's economy
would be in a sad predicament indeed.
What would we do in Fulton if it
were not for the weekly payrolls af
the Siegel factory, the Illinois Central
Railroad, Swift and Company and a
score of others. What would the
farmers in this area do if it were not
for the thousands of dollars paid out
weekly and monthly by the Fulton
Pure Milk Company for their milk
production?
We only ask one question: "Try
to operate a profitable business in
Fulton without them."
So next Monday a small measure
of appreciation will be paid these
firms for their participation in our
local economy. Any retailer or other
business operator in Fulton who fails
to be in attendance at this meeting in
effect fails to show his gratitude to
the people who bring dollars into
their individual cash registers.
A man of outstanding distinction
in Kentucky industrial circles will
take the time to travel from eastern

Kentucky to give a helping hand to
the local Chamber of Commerce in
helping them make concrete vlans
for securing other industries for this
area. Mr. Barney Tucker, chairman
of the executive board of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and its immediate past president has accepted
an invitation to come to Fulton that
night to speak on the manner in which
London, Kentucky solved its local
problems and secured many industries for that community. Mr. Tucker
is a busy man, but he believes in Kentucky and Kentucky people and is
willing to tell them first hand the
most effective ways to work to secure
industry.
If the local Chamber of Commerce
can expend the time and effort to
plan an interesting and effective program, if Mr. Tucker can fly from London, Kentucky at the sacrifice of his
time and business, if local industries
can expend their energies to bring
more business and larger payrolls to
Fulton, it occurs to us that the least
you, a Chamber of Commeree member, can do is to be on hand and lend
your support to these efforts at the
annual meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce.
It may be prosiac to say so. . . but
people make the Chamber of Commerce and if you, the people aren't
interested enough to attend the meeting, then we suggest that you stop
throwing money away by supporting
an organization to which you cannot
spare the time to attend its annual
meeting.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEER

Religion--An Important Part Of Teen-Age Life
By Enid A. Haupt,
Seventeen magazine
editor and publisher of
IN ALL the history of our country,
there has never been less cause for
alarm about our young people, more
reason for baoyant hope. Our teenagers constitute the best generation
America has produced—in bodily
health, in moral integrity, in spiritual
strength.
Alarmists would have us believe
that young people are racing along
the primrose path to ruin. It is not
so. A small percentage is making us
aware of juvenile delinquency—
which remains .a big problem—but
the great majority are splendid young
citizens.
AND RELIGION is one of the guiding forces among those 98% of teenagers who do not make shocking
headlines. In travelling thousands of
miles from coast to coast each year,
talking to young people from all
walks of life, reading their letters, I
have been very privileged to witness
remarkable demonstrations of the.
teen-ager's religious activities.
It is in the teen years,IA course,
when the overpowering impact of the
wonders of creation become more
apparent to youth. And it is in the
teen years, too, when our youth begins to take Its place and its responsibilities in society. That is why it is
so gratifying to see as I do the thousands of girls and boys participating
In church groups. They realize they
must obey and please the God who
made them.
NOT ONLY DO our young people
attend church regularly and particiTHE FUI-TON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in MO.
_,noi Office

Box 481

Fulton

pate actively in church activities, but
they put their religious principles into practice.
Through "Seventeen's" annual
Christmas Doll Contest, I have seen
multi-thousands of young people,
from the early age of 13 through 19,
show their religious maturity by demonstrating their knowledge of the
Golden Rule. Every year in this goodwill competition, teen-age girls from
all parts of the country put their
hands and hearts to work making
dolls that will bring the Christmas
spirit to needy children in distressed
areas of the world. They have really
learned the secret of happiness is to
bring happiness to others.
ON MANY OTHER leyels, one can
see that today's teen-age generation
wants to make itself better and wiser
and help to make the world a happier
place to live in, and to make it a
better preparation for life after death
with God in heaven. Our youth exhibit daily an essentially serious attitude toward life and a dee strength.
and courage that is based in large
measure on an abiding faith in God.
As a seventeen-year-old girl wrote
to me last year, "Anyone who is firm
in his belief in a Supreme,Being has
The foundation for a living, practical
faith which affects every act, every
day of his life. And all of us growing
up in the world need just that."
EDUCATION
Every man has two'educations—
that which is given to him, and the
other, that which he gives himself.
Of the two kinds, the latter is by-far
the most valuable. Indeed all that is
most worthy in man, he must work
out and conquer for himself. It is that,
that constitutes our real, and best
nourishment. What we are merely
taught, seldom nourishes the mind
like that Which we teach ourselves.
—Richter
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DIFFICULTIES
Many men owe the grandeur of
their lives to their tremendous difficulties.
—Spurgeon
OPTIMISM
The mistake of optimistic people
is not in expecting too much of the
future, but in exacting too little from
—Tyler
the present.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

them are in the United States.
Last week a gentleman was in the
office and in the course of a
little discussion was considerably
surprised to learn than there are
five times as many weekly papers
in the nation as there are dailies.
Since he is a subscriber and
may read this, here are the current figures (source: New York
Times): weeklies in the U. S.:
9,831; dailies in the U. B.: 1,084.
in Kentucky, the ratio is conthere are alsiderably greater
most six times as many weeklies
as dlkilles. The 1958 Kentucky

Press Association directory lists
146 weeklies and semi weeklies
in the State, as compared with
only 71 dailies (all **metropolitan"
"corrununity"
twenty-one
arid
I RECALL a revival at
prayed, rejoiced,
people
which
exhorted, obtained deliverance or
burdened
with
further
were
groaning, laughed and sang I
saw a man lie down, his sins
were so heavy, and let others
trod on him. This lasted until
sunup.--T. E., Huntington, W. Va.

Fulton County News
Mr. Paul Westpheling
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Paul:
I would like to thank you and
the staff of the Fulton County
News for the news coverage you
have given us from time to time.
I would particularly like to
express my appreciation for the
recent coverage you gave to the
service for the Twin City officials.
Again let me thank you very
much.
Sincerely,
Henry E. Russell

Dear M.
No, yot
dog, he
is, he le
take the
dog is at
You 'will
the dog,
weeks be

a beautiful "new room"
in just one day with

FROM THE FILES:—

SpwAsxv

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
January U, 1938
A miscellaneous shower was
given for Mrs. Lennis Williams
at the home of Mrs. Paul Workman Wednesday afternoon. Between the hours of three and five
o'clock about 25 friends called
and presented their gifts. Mrs.
Williams received many le••;_ly
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd and
family moved Monday from their
home on the Mayfield highway
to 221 Fourth Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields and
sons, Ronald Mac, spent Sunday
in Hickman.
Mrs. Willie McClain entertained twelve friends Tuesday afternoon at the home of her mother,
Mrs. Landon Roberson on College
Street. Throughout the afternoon
games were enjoyed with Mrs.
Joe Seigman beilg the winner.
Later a lovely sandwich plate
was served.
Miss Ruth Graham entertained her club with a waffle supper
at her home on Third Street.
Eight members were present and
after the supper games were enjoyed.

.
Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. George Moore
moved Wednesday from Third
Street to the Highlands.
Lewis Bizzel who has been
with the Orpheum and Fulton
theatres for the past two years,
left Friday to join Burgess Waltmon at Columbus, Miss., where
he will act as doorman and assistant to Mr. Waltmon.
Mr. Malcolmn Gilbert recently
came here from Morrilton. Ark.
replacing Burgess Waltmon as
manager of the Fulton and
Orpheum theatres. Taking a keen
interest in civic life, he plans
to erect attractive "Welcome"
signs on all highways leading
into Fulton.
Alton Riddle, a student at Murray State Teachers College visited with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
R. H. Riddle, over the week-enA
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Townsend of near Clinton announce
the birth of a son January 20.
The baby was named James
Dunn.
Mrs. Stella Yates, Paul Hornbeak, and Mrs. Sue Schoe spent
Sunday in Mayfield visiting L.
M. Yates who is ill at the Mayfield hospital.

Windage

by P. W
Note to G. L. in Eastern Kentucky: Thanks for the subscription renewal and your letter. Will
see that address is changed as
you have it listed.
For the benefit of readers of
this column I am reprinting a
paragraph from your newsy letter:
"Seems that you folks are going to have City Manager form
of Government and after you
have it for while I feel like folks
will like it. Some years ago it
was voted here by majority of 1
vote and I thought it would not
last but as time went on the
people did like it and never hear
any talk of repeal. Pi part time
Mayor just cannot look after all
the things that need to be looked after."
The kindergarten teacher dreaded ant:tarry days. It meant thirtyfive pairs of galoshes to struggle
with. Three times that day she
had helped her little charges pull
their overshoes on or off.
At day's end, as she gave the
final tug. little John remarked,
'These aren't mine."
The teacher had had it, but
she counted to ten and began
pulling the little boy's feet out of
the gakishes. He watched in silence, and when it was over, said
soberly:
"They's my sister's but mother
says I have to wear them today."
& 0 "Side Tracks"
Sometimes some of Mt material I write in this column isn't
original with me, and I cheerfully admit it. I enjoy reading—
but never have enough time to
read sas much as I would like to
—and when I run across some
oddity or interestingitem that I
would like to record here, out
comes the scissors and, paste.
To
row's

my notion,
microphone

Charlie Burtechnique at

the annual Polio radio auctions
here in Fulton is some of the
most enjoyable listening of the
whole year, and whether one listens in order to buy or not. Charli,.
never falls to provide a laugh a
minute, sometimes without intending to be humorous.
Some of the best wit in the
business is roaringly funny because it is spontaneous, spur-ofis
that
thinking
the-moment
applied to people and places one
knows. Charlie does a great job.
If the wheat-grower i.:‘a only
3c worth of wheat in a 21-cent
loaf of bread, the tobacco grower
Ls no more fortunate, it seems.
In a The pack of cigarettes the
farmer has Only 3',4 worth of
tobacco.
In another way, the tobacco
grower is a whole lot less fortunate, according to Senator John
Sherman Cooper, whdlitataled recently that ,'It, takes 410 manhours of hard, back-breaking toil
and a full year to produce an
acre of Burley When 4 or 5 baskets of Burley from that acre
are set out on the warehouse
floor, a year of the farmer's toll.
hope and fears is sold at auction'
Statistics on weekly newspaper
readers show that 10% of- the
people who subscribe to a weekly
the whole Works.
paper read
editorials, societ ,
page
front
, , display ads and
classifiel ads
all. In this respect, says a recent
Gallup survey, newspapers don't
realize their own strength concerning the power of advertising. Gallup founzl that "advertising IA the one tature of a
useful."
newspaper found mo
-9----ed to me
. OCC
It had 1
11.4
before Iii
(
k that, the genert
al publl might-7161 stop to consider th . importance of a weekly
paper, as \ivell as how many of

1)11 Dl LUXI LATEX WALL PAINT

January 31: Mrs. Mace McDade, K. P. Dalton, Glynn Walker, Ann Robbins; February 1:
Mrs. Virgil Davis, Mrs. A. B.
Roberts; February 2: Mrs. Robert H. White, Jane Austin; February 3: Felix M. Gossum, Terry
McDaniel, Wanda Holland, Mrs.
W. D. Galloway; February 4:
Jeannie Davis, Mrs. Ward Bushart, Maxwell McDade, E. J. McCollum, Tommie Fields; February 5: Tommy Exum, Rice Owen,
Raymond Brown. Joe Bennett,
Mrs. Hampton Cox; February 6:
Frank A. Cole, Noah Paschall,
Linda Whitnel.
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Letters To Editor

"This one is ridiculous! How could you get any work
done soaking your head in a bucket?"

(PATRIC

F,. ou•suo
communtca

• Easy to apply
• One gallon doss the
average room
• Guaranteed washabl•
• Dries in one hour
• Latest colors

See our complete line of
wallpaper and accessories!

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Church Street

Phone 35
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Would
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Romy's Beauty School
810 South First Street

Union City, Tenn.

Romy is starting classes in beauty culture every
Monday
Tuition paid monthly or weekly
Each student receives books and kit with equipment at no extra charge.
Three instructors to assist you in your training
We also have evening classes three night a week,
Tuesday. Thursday and Friday
Start Now
For information Phone 863 or write above address.
Romp Aycock Jr.

"6 times cleaner!"

WM.

CaligiNG

We know you will love this revOlutionary new
type of cleaning.
Basically, it's a NEW
call a two-bath method.

process

with what we

Your garments are cleaned in CONSTANTLY FILTERED solvent bearing 43 TIMES more
active detergency than ordinary dry cleaning.
Each piece and every garment is then given a
separate rinse in sparkling crystal clear distilled
solvent.
The result is the finest dry cleaning known
today:
. it produces vastly superior wilitness retenion
. eliminates all traces of odor from fatt3
, acids
removed from soiled fabrics
produces colors and patterns as bright and
clear as new'
by actual laboratory tests makes garments "6
times cleaner" than any other process

Pd•tidasa

.2a4utzbut g

CIea,fe44

Member of American Institute of Laundering and National
Institute of Dry (leaning

Maas 14

Fult)n. Ky.
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f
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PATRICIA LATANE

anevere
LATANE
(PATRICIA
no Questions In person. Addritaa all
communications to h•r c/o THE
NEWS and watch for answer in
this cisiumn. Questions regarding
mediCine, health can beet be answered by your physloi•n; questions regarding handling of money
Or investments can beet be anew.
•rttd by your banker. THE NEWS
provides this column purely as •
public forum and does not accept
any responsibility for the answers
offered. although In
many cases
they hav• proved extremely accurate.)

Former Sheriff John Rose Returns To
Farming; Makes Modern Improvements

vice to you, is to see how nice
and kinds you can be to your
husband and just don't mention
it, he feels guilty about it anyway and he will finally tell you
about it, and when he does you
will both go to this woman and
get it straightened out.

Dear Patricia,
I really enjoy reading your
,column. And I too like many
Dear Patricia,
others want to know something
Read your answers in the paper for myself.
every week.
My little dog disappeared from
Will you answer some ques- home last weekend, will you
tions for me? A man borrowed please help me in finding him?
our dog to hunt and when he Will you give me some clues that
came back he said he lost the I might locate him?
Thanks,
dog. What happened to him; will
we ever get him back? Please
W. J. M.
answer in next weeks paper.
Dear W. J. M.,
Thank You,
You will not find your dog, as
M. L.
he was picked up by a couple
Dear M. L.
from out of the state.
No, your friend didn't lose the
dog, he knows where the dog
is, he let the fellow with him Dear Pat,
I read your column and enjoy-,
take the dog to his house. The
dog is about 12 miles from you. it very much. I would like for
You will finally find out about you to tell me in your next issue,
Many of the local churches of
On Sunday, February 2, the house has already been constructthe dog, but it will be several if I am going to be operated on
First Cumberland Presbyterian ed. A stone chapel will be built the demonination will emphasize
and when?
weeks before you do.
the Church-year theme, "EvangeI am going with a man and I Church of Fulton will join with before the Church's sesquicentenlism", as a part of the day's actiDear Pat,
want to know if he cares any- a thou. and Cumberland Presby- nial is observed in 1960. Other
the
I sure do enjoy your letters thing about me, or does he care terian Churches in 19 states to groups will visit other institu- vities. Remembering that
Church was an out-growth of the
Church.
the
in
Day"
of
tions
"Denomination
celebrate
each week.
think
you
for someone else? Do
Some will use the observance Great Revival of the early 1800's,
remembrance of the birth of this
Would you please answer,aome we will get married?
church group on February 4, 1810. as "Seminary Day" to call atten- the Church Will attempt to apquestions for me? I am vary
Thanks,
to proach its 150th birthday with a
blue, is there some one meddling
N. B.
Some churches will sponsor tion to the Church's decision
enlarge the Cumberland Presby- renewed spirit of witness and
into our business through my
Birthplace
the
to
pilgrimages
Dear N. B.
characterized it;
husband? Hs acts so funny some
by terian Theological Seminary, now service which
No, you will not be operated Shrine (above) being built
early experience and accounted
in
College
Bethel
with
located
times. Would you explain and
the
of
on anytime soon. Yes, this man is the Church on the site
its rapid early growth.
give their initials, please and
Mc- McKenzie, Tennessee, and to re- for
in love with you, you will marry home of the Rev. Samuel
February 2 will be used by
locate it in Memphis, Tennessee,
what must I do or say for best
Bell
Montgomery
in
(now
Adow
this man. He will finally get up
raising of many churches to launch proresults?
State Park), Dickson County, on condition of the
enough nerve to ask you.
construction. grams of fellowship evangelism
Please answer in next weeks
Tennessee, where he, with the $500,000 for initial
campaign is be- and Church School evangelism,
issue if you can.
Revs. Finis Ewing and Samuel A four-month
Dear Pat,
I. A 71,4 acre which will be stressed in addition
February
ginning
Anxious,
the CumberI read your column ever week King, reconstituted
has already to the traditional "r eviva
seminary
the
for
site
P. S. Is it a man or woman
and I enjoy reading it very much. land Presbytery.
method.
secured.
giving trouble?
A replica of the McAdow big been
I would like for you to *rumor a
Dear Anxious:
few questions for me, please.
all those things.
Yes, there is a woman trying
I go with two boys. One sof initials!
I will be watching the paper
to give you trouble, but my adPlease answer these as soon as for my answer.
these boys is in the service now
•
Thank You,
and I haven't seen him for about possible.
Thank You,
H. R.
nine and one-half months, and I
H. A. M.
Dear H. Ft..
haven't heard from him in about
five weeks. Could you tell me if Dear H. A. M.
Yes, J. N. is in love with you,
this boy cares anything about
boy in service does and he is telling you the truth,
the
Yes,
typos et Irarsaes
me? He said he did and he wrote care for you, and you can believe but I can't say when you will
me that he did. Could you tell what he wrote you; as the boy marry as things keep jumping up
SAVE ! GET our
say
me his first initials.
you met about a month ago there in front of you. I had rather
The other boy I met about a is 9 years' difference in your it would be the spring of 1959
PACK kGE DEAL
month ago, is very nice to ages. He like you, but not in before you marry.
me, but he is much older than love with you. Initials are D. and
"Covering everything"
I am. How many years difference the other is J. You will marry
COOL COTTON
in our age? What are his initials? about 1960 in January or Decem422 Lake St.
Does he care anything about me? ber 1959, and you haven't met
Coolness was the main reason
Phone 408
frulton. Ky.
Just two more, please. When him yet and his initial is P.
given by men for purchasing
his
are
what
and
marry
I
will
summer clothes iliade of cotton.
Dear Pat,
Nam
I have written you before and
was pleased with my answer. I ‘`)Locurat.
want you to answer some more
WORKMANSHIP
questions for me, please.
Will J. N. ever get things
At Low Cost
straightened out so we can be
Safeties, Clocks and Time
happy together and will we get
'bees of All Kinds Aces
married any time in this coming
•tely Repaired at Low Coat
year? He told me the other night
that he loved me even better than
ANDREWS
I did him, along with a lot of
other things he told me. Is he
Jewelry Company
really telling me the truth about

Cumberland Presbyterian Churches In 19
Stales Launch "Year Of Evangelism"
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Former Fulton County Sheriff myself."
"The parlor is located in a new
John Rose has elected to return
to farming now that his tour of shed on the side of the old stock
office has ended, according to a barn, and Mr. Rose will use anothfeature story in this month's "Pet er shed as a loafing area and
Dairy Chats", published by the holding pen. The parlor has running water, wash vat, windows,
Pei Milk Company.
The story, accompanied by a concrete floors, metal tandem
stalls, feed storage, and is compicture of Mr. Rose, continues:
"Mr. Rose is making plans to pletely ceiled away from the rereturn to his farm with some maining portion of the barn.
"Mr. Rose thinks dairying ofconveniences that he did not have
fers him as much security and
before while farming.
"A new home is planned as steady income as it did when he
well as a pole-type barn for hay was younger and was paying for
and loose housing. In November his farm."
his dream setup for milking was
Go to Church Sunday
started. Mr. Rose stated, "I plan
to milk 15 cows, mostly Holstein,
to furnish us with a steady income. Before I start I want this
Union City Highway
two-cow tandem elevated-stall
SAT-SUN., FEB 1-2
parlor finished, a cooler and cow(Starts at 7:00 and 8:45)
to-can milker. The farm is not
APACHE
large enough for a tenant, so I've
With Burt Lancaster
got to fix it so I can do it all

DEWEY JOHNSON

STAILITE Drive-In
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Feed Southern States

Special Skid Resistant
'Dead Design

PIG STARTER*

40

For Fast Growth
Early Weaning
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Plus—A Pinch in Time

"CHICAGO
CONFIDENTIAL"
with Dick Foran

corned) I Tom & Jerry In Hollywood

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
REGoodrich

HI

• 40% Pork Maker

M-G-M
JOYFULLY
PRESENTS

• 35% Sow & Pig Supplement

tenion
acids
it and

• Now available with the new wormer—"Hygromix"

Get Pig ttaiden Todtuj

tional

Ky.

SOUTHERN STATES
FUT.TON COOPERATIVE
201 Central Ave.
Bouiii Futicn
YOLIP c.nlITl4E".•1

STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE ACEN(Y

4-VOLT— FULLY GUARANTIED

BATTERY

95

DON'T GO
NEAR THE WATER
FRANCIS
GLENN FORD CIA SCALA • EARt H011IMANRUSS• ANNE
TAMBLYN
KEENAN WYNN • FRED CLARK.[VA GABOR •
JEFF RICHARDS • DOROTIff1011rfTP::KOROE WELLS •=eV=
PLUS — LATEST NEWS EVENTS! !

$10.95
6.70-15

7.10-15

11.00-111

HILARIOUS
BOOK!

INEW TREADS

ELECTRO-PAK

THE

in CinemaSeope and METROCOLOR

e44

1.70-15
TUBE
TYPE

Plus lox end refreodoble

HIT NO. 2

THERE!

• 20% Sow & Pig Feed*

RAYON Dales*

ALSO AVAILABLE IN NYLON

• 15% Pork Maker

Only tags from bags of Pig Starter purchased during
February and March will be accepted. One bag of
swine feed must be purchased for each tag credited.
No tags credited toward purchases of Pig Starter.

nts "6

"FRONTIER
AGENT"

Big Double Feature
— PROGRAM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEBRUARY MARCH ONLY
Turn in your Pig Starter feed tags and get 50r credit
on any of these Southern States Swine feeds purchased:

G

VINME=1•1/6.

Johnny Mack Brown
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9.95
EXCHANGE

•

11.95

'has tax end reirsedebie atip

Charlie Scales Stores
MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL
PHONE 4.4

FULTON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

Nancy Adams, Bobby Toon, Bobby Boaz, and others, will have
completed their mid-term exams
and will wend their way homeward.
Diane Bennett, Betty Gregory
and Charles Binford will be home
from Memphis State. Yep! the
town takes on a NEW lookwhen the kids are home again.
How we'd LOVE for OURS to be
home from Annapolis-but we
content ourselves with a telephone conversation ever so
OFTEN.

A few days ago I had such an ENJOYABLE conversatiml with a good friend of mine, Mr. Tom Franklin.
During the visit we exchanged many stories about our
favorite subject, FULTON-and Fulton people. The
"talk" led us to the subject of LIVING-and we think
our friend summed the whole thing up when he said,
"Yes Sir-ee, Mary Nel1e-there's a LOT of LIVING
in this old life-IF you know HOW-"
That gives us FOOD for thought, doesn't it?
What a GAY weekend some of ton Sunday afternoon, and Lil and
our good friends had! Myrtle Byron, who had visited in Fulton,
Doyle, Elsie Weeks, Irene White, went on to their home in NashFlorence Beadles and Lillian ville.
Stagg left our fair city in the
Monette, Harry Fields Dezonia
wee-small hours Saturday morning for Batesville, Mississippi. and their little grandson, Scott
Lil Blass and son, Byron, arriv- Dezonia, spent the weekend with
ed in Fulton Friday night so that relatives here. They were guests
Lil could make the trip with the of hi' mother, Mrs. Bess Dezonia,
girls. They were guests of and Corrinne Evans at the Evans
Myrtle's sister, Sadie and Tom home on Eddings Street, and
Lemaster, in Batesville. However, with Monette's mother, Mrs.
we wonder if there actually was Barber on Second Street and her
any PLACE. in the Lemaster sister, Mazie Gossum, on Third
household for a MAN-what with Street. Ann Holland, Monette
SO many gals around the house-- and Your Diarist enjoyed an
and speaking of a HOUSE- evening together with much talk
Sadie and Tom have a new one, about grade school and high
which is a DREAM. In fact, we school days-yes, EVEN Kinderthink a "house warming" was garden! My-My-HOW the years
really the inspiration for the go by!
trip. We're certain that MUCH
bridge was played-as ALL of
'Tis SO nice to see many of the
them are MASTER exponents of
the game! All returned to Ful- college crowd home for betweensemester vacation. Gaylon Varden, Eddie Moore, Max McDade,
Frank Sublette, Bobby Carney,
How Christian
Kay Cherry, Beverly Hill and
Science Heals
Bailey Binford all arrived in
Fulton Friday. And from Murray
"MAKING A
way-come Thursday-Mary Ann
FRESH START'
Hill, Janet Allen, Paula DeMyer,
kg..
WFUL
:vv.tstsay 9:13 Billy Don Cherry, Jimmy Crocker, Tommy Latta, Jeff Lester,

January Furniture Clearance
ONLY THREE MORE DAYS!
2-Pc. Maple Living Room Suite
5-Pc. Bed Room Suite
4-Pc. Bed Room Suite
Foam Rubber Mattress and Box Springs
Sealy Mattress
Chest of Drawers
Metal Chifferobs
Baby Bed & laserspring Mattress
Dinette Suite
16 Cu. Ft. Freezer VIAT-NA
10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator (Exc.)
GE Range (Exc.)

$ 99.95
$129.95
$ 99.95
$ 89.95
$ 39.95
$ 16.95
$ 27.95
$ 22.50
$ 34.95
$259.95
$229.95
$169.95

ABOVE PRICES GOOD DURING THIS SALE

The Wilson household RINGS
with JOY these days-since
Nancy Wilson Fossett, Bill Fossett and their four months old
Gregory Lane arrived in the
States-after a tour of duty in
Germany. Grandmother Mary
Ethna and Grandfather Homer
Wilson-and Great-grandmother
Samons have been in a state of
EXHILARATION ever since the
threesome from Germany put foot
on AMERICAN soil! We imagine
poor little Gregory Lane is completely TIRED of the WHOLE
thing-by now-what with ALL
of the kin-folk and the many
friends Oh--ing and Ah--ing and
picking him up-putting him
down. He's PROBABLY saying to
himself-"I just VANT to be
ALONE:" Greg's Uncle Bill and
Aunt Bea Wilson were home for
a few days. Bill and Bea live in
Demopolis, Ala. where Bill is an
engineer with Gulf States Paper
Company. Nancy, Bill and Greg
will leave Fulton this week for
Owensboro, where they will visit
with Carmen (Pigue) and Larry
Depp before returning to Bill's
home in Falmouth, Ky.

Happy surprise Saturday night
at the Curt Muzzall home on East
State Line! And the SURPRISE
was that Maude Pickle of Big
Springs, Texas arrived quite unexpectedly. Maude, who is Delene
Muszall's sister, and a former
Fultonian has lived in the Texas
City for many years. And-as of
the past few months, other Fultionlans have wended their way
WEST, to Big Springs to make
their home-the John Austin
family. So-when the Austins
made their plans for a visit home,
Maude was included. The Austins returned home-but Maude
will remain for a longer visitand it will take a VERY long
visit for her to be able to see
her MANY friends and relatives
around the Ken-Tenn area.
Three of Fulton's YOUNGER
matrons got all dressed up-fn

FOR THE BEST
Television

Fulton

WHAT ? ? ? ? ?

HOG FEEDER MEETING
ONE-AND-ALL CLUB

"Your Master-Mix Dealers in Fulton"

66c

• 3-piece range eels
* 4-Quart sauce pots
kettle

GIRLS BLUE JEANS

• Colander

REG. $1 Values

" Fry pan

SUEDE MOCCASINS

,
7
g

NYLONS

"Seampees" In
Ladles and chi!.
drens' sizes; as-

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

WALLPAPER and paint sale: all
paper reduced from 33 1/3 to
50%. Burke-Hall - fine paints:
outside $4.95 gallon; rubberbase $4.95 gallon: semi-gloss
enamel $5.95 gallon; arthitectural enamel $6.95 gallon; floor
enamel $5.50 gallon. Buy now
for your spring painting! Fulton Paint and Glass Company,
212 Church Street; phone 909.

Here's your opportunity to get 3 matching
fashion-wise stockings
for the price of 2 and
gain the equivalent of
two pairs. In everpopular 51 gauge, 15
denier for sheerest
beauty with best wearing qualities.

sorted c o 1 o,r s,
Rubber cushion
insoles. Packed
in clear cello
bags.

BOXER LONGIES
Save 23c.. reg. $1 values
Practically
"mad e-lio-order•
for active boys.
They wear and
wear and stay
up with the help
of the strong,
wide elastic,
waistband.
Shea 1 to 4

A Pair and
A Spare

17c

72c

r,

See our big 8-page circular

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

6-Inch Pottery Salad Bowls
Reg. 29c; -Fiesta" colors; also fine
for cereals

buy it at •

each

23c

I

Interlocking Picture Puzzles
Reg. 59c; Save 12c. Famous fullcolor lithograph Masterpieces,,
__
_ 47c
Choice

Furniture Company

I

Squeeze Dispensers
2 for 25c
For catsup, mustard, etc., or clothes
sprinklers. Handy,, smart. Save
half or morel

-- 5 10 - 25c STORE --
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BALDRIDGES

EXCHANGE
Church Street

Faded blue doming tailored for
little girls. Elastic waistband,
double bar stitched at all seams.
Sizes 1 to 6x.

SAVE 23c

Save 24c.. reg. 98c values

and

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS

SAVE 32c-- Reg. 98c value!
There's a lot of quality built into
these purses for only 98c . . .
and at our reduced price you'll
want first choice at the new
spring arrivals.

• 6 or 8-cup percolator

MOTORCYCLES• new and used.
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.

BEST

-

for Girls - Misses - Ladies

to $1.89

* 3-Piece saucepan sets

PROGRAM:

invited -

VALUES FROM $1.49

• Grease-container

7:30 p. m.

is

CLUTCH BAGS

* 12-quart dishpan

ROPER'S 1 hLEVISION
Phone 307
Main St.
Authorized Zenith Dealer

FEBRUARY 6, 1958

---- Everyone

99c

5/8 Gt. 1 Qt.; 1 112 Qt.

For The

The Master-Mix Plan For
Production of
Meal Type Hogs

cushion
"easiest on the feet" ever worn.
Sizes 10'2-12. Packed in "poly"
bag.

Your choice just

t

Union City
Phone 1555
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders---Snecial orders

ATTENTION

*

Here are just a few of the hundreds of bargains
ALUMINUM WARE
Men's Cushion-foul Work Sox
3 pAms
Save 28c--Regularly 35c pr.
SPECIAL
sox:
work
or
Wonderful sport
sole makes this the

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.

SALE

PRE.

• Whistling tea

Repair Service

ONLY. WE DELIVER

Lake Street

Born and reared in Fulton.
dollars for polio have been "pour- dent of the Graves County Detheir Sunday's" best.tat
Miss Gregary will celebrate her
and rushed out to the Derby Cafe ing in." A nice thing to do-we mocratic Women's Club:
twentieth birthday on January
tc, wait for their out-of-town think.
At Memphis State she is af24.
that
true
luncheon gUest. 'Tis
The following women have had and MORE congrats-to Betty
Sigma Kappa sorthey waited and WAITED-and "Coffees" recently; Mrs. Eugene Gregory who has been chosen as filliated with
the Baptist Student
grew more restless, adjusting Bard and W'rs. William Smith, one of the twelve dormitory ority and
wears the fraternity
their hats, keeping their fresh Mrs. J. U. McKendree, Mrs. counselors who will Jake over Unon. She
gloves clean-and brushing the Charles Walker and Mrs. Elson their new positions at the begin- pin of Charles Binford, also of
wrinkles frorn their skirts every McGuire, Mrs. Randall Bun:ham, ning of the fall semester of 1958 Fulton, which qualifies ber for
minute or so-FINALLY one of Mrs. Paul Blaylock and Mrs. El- at Mynders Hall West, freshmen the Kappa Alpha Order sweetwhich she is also
them received a TELEPHONE mer Liliker, Jr.
women's dormitory at Memphis heart's club in
is majoring
Gregory
Miss
active.
call saying the GUEST would
counselors
Several other "Coffees': are State University. The
NOT be there after all. You see, planned for this final week of are chosen on the basis of matu- in secretarial science.
Kit Crocker, Kathy Jones and the Polio Drive.
rity and potentials of good leadMartha Putnam had been asked,
Mrs. Patsy Byassee and son,
ership.
ento
by their LION husbands,
Our congratulations go to KenDorm counseling is not new to Mike, of Alton, Ill. spent the
tertain their GUEST SPEAKER'S heth Alexander, Jr. who partici- Miss Gregory, a sophomore, as weekend in Fulton visiting her
wife during the LIONS Club pated on the Youth Program at she is currently holding that post parents. Mrs. Byassee returned
luncheon. But - the GUEST the kirst Baptist Church in Cov- and was a dormitory senator last to Alton Sunday, but Mike respeaker was unable to fill his en- ington, Tenn. Sunday night. Ken- year. It is each conselor's duty mained here for a two-weeks'
gagement-and naturally -his neth conducted the congregation- to assist fifteen freshmen women. visit.
WIFE didn't come-And three al singing and also sang a special During the oncoming spring semyoung matrons took off their hats, number. He is a sophomore at ester, Miss Gregory, along with
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Moss of St.
their gloves-and had a fine time Union University in Jackson, the eleven other newly chosen Louis are visiting in Fulton.
at lunch-.
majoring in music, and son of counselors, will attend classes
Mr. and Mrs. Hughey A. But
Mr. and Mrs. 1. K. Alexander of which will better prepare them
for their jobs. These classes will ler spent Sunday in Bardwell,
Members of the 13. T. A. over Fulton, Route 4.
be taught by Miss Flora Rawls, Ky., with Mr. and Mrs. Luther
South Fulton way have been enAnd MORE congratulations to Memphis State UnNersity Dean Bugg. The group went to Pa.
joying several "Coffees" during
Continuedon Page Floe
the past week and the dimes and Mrs. B. GI Lowery of Pilot Oak of Women.
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Miss Carolyn Jenkins, Mr. Charles McCracken
Honored At Rehearsal Dinner Here Saturday
A rehearsal dinner honoring
Miss Carolyn Jenkins of Fulton
and Lexington, and Charles McCracken, of Hamilton, Ohio and
Lexington, was given by the
bride-elect's mother, Mrs. C. H.
Jenkins, in the dining room of
the Park Terrace Resturant Saturday evening. Jan. 25, at 9:30.
Those present were Miss JenKins, Mrs. McCracken, Mrs. Jenkins Mr. and Mrs. C. J. McCracken of Hamilton, Ohio, parrnts of the groom-to-be, Mr. and
Mrs. L C. Logan of Fulton, Mr.

and Mrs. J. C. Suggs of Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. William Jackson of
Fulton, Miss Martha Sue Jenkins
of Hopkinsvilie, Ky., Lawrence
O'Conner of New York City, Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Smith and Debra Smith of Paducah, Miss
Shirley Satterfield of Fulton,
George Stathis of Ludlow, Ky.,
Rodney Lightner of Dayton, Ky.,
Miss Barbara Johnson of LaCenter, Ky., Randy Kitchen of Ashland, Ky., Miss Jane Dawes of
Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Hobbs of Hamilton, Ohio.

A. G.&ALDRIDGE—

NOTEBOOK—

DIARY—

• MIDDLE ROAD
• MT. DIORIAH
Counnueal from Page Four
Mrs. Jeff Harrison •
Mrs. Marion Milani •
ducah in the afternoon to visit
with Dr. and Mrs. Ocoe Carter,
Charles Bolton is recovering
who has been ill for some time.
Hello folks, seems sometime
nicely after a recent operation in
since I've had a oolumn in the
the Baptist hospital in Memphis.
Jack and Kate Foy are on a His many friends here wish for News. Gald to be back
month's vacation in Hollywood, him a speedy
My mother is at my home and
recovery. Those
Calif. While there Jack plans to visiting him Sunday were Char- slowly improving. She would like
see his heart specialist.
les Hubert Bolton, Mrs. Hubert for her friends to come and visit
Bolton and Patsy, Robert Glenn with her.
Bobby Newton is recuperating Perry and Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Milam, Thomas Dalton,
George
at his home on West State Line, Black.
Paul Nanney and Milburn Connor
after undergoing surgery recentBasketball at Murray
Mrs. W. D. Inman has a very attend the
ly. He plans to return to his
State College on Saturday night
soon
she
We
will
bad
hope
cold.
studies at Union University in
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grissom.
he much better.
Jackson Wednesday.
Robert Harrison who was so and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Watts
were Thursday night visitors of
Cornell Howland, Dr. M. W. seriously burned in the explosion Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milkm.
to
at
thank
City,
Calvert
wishes
Blankenship, James Warren and
Mr. and Mrs Willis Shikridon
James Willingham attended the everyone for their cards. They
a new television
Ole Miss-Mississippi State bas- have helped him so much. We are enjoying
We, of the Mt. Marion Church
ketball game in Memphis Satur- hope we can soon say that he is
much improved. At this time he are proud to hear that Mrs
day night.
is not improving very fast. Mr. Gerald Harrison is back at Fuland Mrs. Jeff Harrison visited ton and we wish her a speedy
with him Sunday in the Murray recover.
MEETING POSTPONED
We want to extend invitation
hospital. His room is 310.
Because of the annual ChamTelitha Black visited Sunday to each and everyone to come to
ber of Commerce meeting next with Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Inman. Mt. Moriah Church on 1st and
Monday, the Fulton City CounMrs. Robert Perry and girls 3rd Sundays of each month for
cil will delay its regular monthly spent the day Sunday with Mrs. preaching Services. Sunday school
meeting to the following Monday, /fasting and little Roy Clifton on each Sunday and prayer
February 10.
services on each Wednesday night.
Bolton.

Continued /nen Page One
Continued from Page One
Cindy had on a long white evenSunday School Class.
Everybody knew Mr. Baldridge, ing dress, a fur wrap, a straw
because Baldridge's "dime store" hat with a huge rose on top, earis an institution in Fulton Coun- rings, rouge and lip-stick and the
ty. For years and years it has been highest heels you ever saw. She
a clearing house for all chance also had on long white gloves
meetings and planned appoint- and carried a bag that was so
ment' for hundreds of patrons laden with impedimenta that she
who crowd its aisles from day to was stooped on one side.
day, many of whom would just
Becky's raiment was along the
as soon ignore the visit, of a
world-wide personage than to same lines only she wore a long
forego the pleasure of a leisure- flowing black velvet evening
ly stroll through Beldridge's in wrap and a fur hat that made her
sparkling eyes all the more misFulton.
Albert Gordon Baldridge was chievous. They decided not to
born in Weakley County, Tenn., bring their dress up clot-'es In
three miles east of Martin, the an over-night bag . . . they dressson of William and Anna John- ed at home and honestly I was
son Baldridge, both now deceas- just plain shocked and amused.
ed. He was one of eleven chil- And among other strange get ups
dren. At the age of 18 he s•ruck Terry McDaniel had a huge hat
out "on his own" and decided with a plume so big that it made
to learn the mercantile business the three Musketeers look like
from the bottom up. He was em- pikers. It was a riot!
ployed in Halls, Dyersburg and
But in spite of their lady-like
other Tennessee communities before he secured a job as a travel- get-up they romped all over the
ing salesman for a St. Louii house like wildcats, never missing a moment to go back to their
necktie firm.
In his travels he came to Ful- purges every now and then to
ton quite often, and on August put on more lip-stick. By the time
1. 1910 he opened Baldridge's they left the party they all lookVariety store on Lake Street in ed like a bunch of Indians who
the vicinity of the Neely Barber had been through a massacre at
and Beauty Shop, in a building Badman's Creek.
owned by a ?tr. Parsons.
Paul, by way of a Daddy's
In the spring of the following
year he met the charming Annie sentiment who wants to keep his
Laurie Jonakin at a church social little girl little all her life, takes
In the Palestine community, and something of a dim view of all
within a year they were married. Mary Jo's dress up ideas and her
The Baldridge Variety store teen-age talk. And even though
prospered, and was moved down down in my heart I share that
Lake Street into a building now sentiment there's little I can du
occupied by A&P. Sometime later about Mary Jo's wishes to have
it was moved to its present loca- her own jewel box, her own little
tion, and in 1946 the present bottle of perfume and even her
building was purchased from the own bottles of hand lotion, finger-nail polish and even clean and
jonakin estate.
And I rather imagine
The following year the three- clear,
story building was badly damag- that if there's a little Brownie
ed by tornadic winds that ripped aroutel yoUf house you know
much of the top floor from it, and exactly what I'm talking about.
the third floor was removed. In
I guess if there's anything that
the summer of 1948 the entire
building and its contents were a woman wants to hide more than
destroyed by fire and the firm her age, its the fact that her little
was temporarily moved to the girl is growing up ... and I don't
old Presbyterian Church on Com- mind telling you that as I see
mercial Avenue. The handsome her dress size getting larger and
present store was opened for her shoes getting longer . . . it
means that we're getting farther
business in March 1949.
Mr. Beldridge was deeply de- and farther away from the brokvoted to his Church. and was en baby bottles and the Pale
chairman of the Board of Ste- paper dolls.
wards when the new Methodist
Yes, indeed, our little girl is
Church was conceived. The first
check toward the building fund growing up.
was written and received in the
handsome Baldridge •home on
Fourth Street. He has been Sup- •CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Remy Valera •
erintendent of the Methodist
Sunday School and organized the
Wer e
that
ballgames
The
Oen
scheduled for Monday night were
cancelled due to the illness of
both the gitrls and boys coach.
Mrs. Rebecca Miller is a victim
of the flu at her home, Mrs.
Martha Oliver is substituting for
her.
Mrs Megnon Morrison is a
patient at the Pulton Hospital
another victim of the flu.
Mrs. Ern Griffin whose condition has been crlitical for the
past several day is unimproved.
Several from this community
FAMOUS
attended the annual Farm Bureau
COLEMAN
dinner meeting at Dresden SaturFuEL.SAVINS
ITS IN
day a very good program was
FEATURES
MON —
•
presented.
NhiVt 110 illaN NO
of your neighbors will call
ansimaa onOne
you' during this week representing the march of dimes please
give as generous as possible for
PLUS NEW
your donotion might be used for
ERCLUSIVE
some one near and dear to you.
-SAND A-Stir
CANER
NO WOK
NO SOW
!s,
NO
•PIERCE STATTON
Mrs. abeam lairs •

Come In And See Our New

Super Performance

GAS FLOOR FURNACE

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Room
2Sc
lothes
Savo
T

You haven't sees what a go
floor-furnace can do, until Twa
see the new Coleman SUP1121
PERFORMA.NCE1New power;
new fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low pries.
Visit us today!

GRAHAM

News is scarce, the bad weather keeps every one at home maybe.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copeland of
Mayfield and recently of Dumas,
Texas spent Monday morning
with her sister, Mrs. Jack Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Crocker
of Memphis spent the Weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rogers. Mrs. Ernest went
back with them Sunday and visited her brother, Berl Rogers, who
is a patient in the hospital.
Mrs. Jack Lowe is visiting her
mother. Mrs. Jessie Raines, in
Dyer, Tenn.

Mormon B. Daniels Bible Class
young men.
for
FURNITURE COMPANY
Among other civic activities, he
was a long-time member and
"4 Floors of Pine Furniture" past-president of the Lions Club
of
FULTON and of the Fulton Chamber
WALNUT ST.
Caimans. .
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THE SALE YOU HAVE BEEN ASKING FOR
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
REDUCTION ON MOST OF PRESENT STOCK:
MAKING ROOM FOR NEW MERCHANDISE
Woolens, 60" wide; Reg. $2.49 to $3.98 $1.89 yd.
Abbey Flannel, 45" wide; Reg. $198-$249, $1.50 yd
Wash silks, 45" wide (new patterns) Reg.
$1.50 yd.
$1.98 to $2.98 yard
$1.25 yd
$1.79,
reg.
Galey & Lord Cottons, 45" wide,
Acrilan Jersey; white, washable; reg. $2.99 $2.00 yd
"SUPER VALUES"
50c yd.
Cottons: Reg. 79-89—$1.39 values
Pa m per—Bates—Chintz—Denims—Ginghams
10c pair
Shoulder pads, only
79c yd.
Special
cottons,
of
Spring
A new shipment

Fulton Fabric Shop
On Commercial Avenue
All Sales Cash Prices Good ONLY Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

FRIENDS OF
SOUTH FULTON
"I want to thank you for the kind, courteous
and encouraging reception each of you has given my request to serve the people of the 8th
Congressional District in the Congress of The
United States....
And to assure you again that if so honored that
I will continue in my efforts to obtain
TVA POWER
FOR

SOUTH FULTON
DO NOT BE MISLEAD ABOUT THIS BY
SOME "JOHNNY COME LATELY" WHO
SPEAKS FIRST AND LOOKS AT THE RECORD LATER!

ROBERT A. EVERETT
Candidate For United States Representative
lith Congressional District
•

TO THE CITIZENS OF THE 8TH DISTRICT; —

know of no other man better qualified and more able

On Saturday, February 1st we. the voters of the 8th

to assume the responsibilities of this office. Robert A.

Congressional District, go to the polls to select our
representative in the Congress of the United States.

Everett has the EXPERIENCE and KNOW-HOW to

We can do our district a great service by selecting
Robert A. Everett to serve us in Washington. We

get the job done in Washington.
FRIENDS OF ROBERT A. EVERETT

LET US DO OUR PART IN SELECTING A MAN WHO IS

CAPABLE-EXPERIENCED-ENERGETIC
THIS ADVERTISEMENT PAID FOR BY

SOUTH FULTON FRIENDS OF ROBERT A. EVERETT

5 0•16.
,
11
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DEATHS
Jack Bobbins
Jack M. Robbins, Illinois Central Railroad Co., dispatcher, was
found dead at his home in Jackson, Tenn. Tuesday afternoon,
Jan. 21.
Mr. Robbins formerly lived in
Fulton, working as I. C. dispatcher and at one time operated a
grocery store and barbecue stand
here.
Mr. Robbins, who was 64, wrs
born and reared at Pinson. he
had lived most of his life in
Madison County. A veteran of
World War I, he was a member
if the American Legion, Veterans
if Foreign War and was a Mason.
He leaves his wife.

Floyd Irby
Floyd Stewart Irby died Thursday afternoon, Jan. 23, at Shawsee, Okla. Mr. Irby was a former
Fulton resident and was a nep'new of Mrs. Guy Irby of this
Aty.
He also has several cousins
'sere. His wife is the former Ruth
Patton, who taught school in Fulon for some time.
Services were held in Shawnee
10-30 Saturday morning.

John Porter Elliott
John Porter Elliott, 69-year-old
retired farmer ,f the Jackson's
Chapel Community, died Wedlesday afternoon, Jan. 22, at the
Memphis Baptist Hospital.
Funeral services were held Satax-day at 11 a. m. at the New
3ethel Baptist Church with the
.lev. H. M. Southard officiating.
Burial was in the Clark Cemeery.
Mr. Elliott is survived by three
ons, Rufus, Hazel and Joe Ben
7,111ott, all of Wingo, a daughter,
Mrs. Wesley Thompson, Rapid
S. D.; four brothers, Marvin
and Henry Elliott, both of Wingo
loute 1, Luther Elliott, Clinton
ind Roy Elliott, Detroit; two sis.ers, Mrs. Onnie Farmer, Wingo
Ind Mrs. Tona Vaughan, Wingo,
Ind three grandchildren.

Mrs. Hattie GibsonGib-

Services for Mrs. Hattie
son, who died Saturday, January
18, at 4 p. m. at her home at 912
Maiden Street, Fulton, were held
Monday afternoon at 2, at the
Good Springs Cumberland Presbyterian Church, three miles
south of Dukedom. The Rev. John
Laida of Fulton and the Rev. D.
L. Hemphill of Union City officiated. Burial was in the church
cemetery. She was 76.
Mrs. Gibson had been ill for
several weeks.
She was the daughter of the
late Richard Frederick and Martha Washington Motheral Farmer. Her husband, Sount Gibson,
a former merchant of Austin
Springs, died in June 1947.
Mrs. Gibson leaves two orothers, W. B. and Porter Farmer of
St. Louis; two sisters, Mrs. Grover True of Dukedom and Mrs.
Inez Vincent of Wingo, Route 2;
and several nieces and nephews.

rice McClain of Festus, Mo., no indication of the cause.
James R. McClain of Kansas City
Neal is survived by his widand Murray McClain of Kansas ow, Mrs. Aileen Neal, two sons.
City.
Lynda' Neal, Fancy Perm, and
Ralph Neal, Detroit, a daughter,
Mrs. Pauline Brooks, Detroit; a
brother, Rob Neal, Fancy Farm:
two half-brothers, Bernard Neal,
Angeles, and Euel Neal,
Los
tenA 49-year-old Fancy Farm
sisters, Mrs Ceant farmer died in a fire which Chicago; three
and Mrs Theresa
destroyed his home in Fancy celia Owens
and Sister
Wednesday afternoon Jan. Owens, New York.
Far
Blanch of LontsvUle.
lb.

Anthony Neal

Graves County Coroner Jack
Anderson said the body of Anthony (Bud) Neal was found Just
inside the front doorway to the
home after the house was destroyed.
Anderson said he had ruled
the death as accidental. He said
Neal apparently was overcome by
smoke or heat as he attempted
to leave the house.
Two boys discovered Lne house
on fire at _about 3:15. broke out
a window and called to Real.
They got no answer and tried
to enter the house but were
driven out by flames. Anderson
identified the boys as Charles
Willett and Prank Rowe.
Alvis McClain died Wednesday, Neal was alone in the house
When the fire started. There was
Jan. 15, at St. Louis. He was 56.
Fri2:30
at
held
were
Services
day afternoon at the McEvoy Funeral Home at Paris, Tenn. James
E. Wells, Church of Christ minister, officiated. Burial was in
the Bethesday Cemetery.
Mr. McClain was born in Fulton Jan. 13, 1902. He was the son
of Mrs. Kate Spurlock McClain
of Fulton and the late J. R. McClain.
He leaves besides his mother,
his wife, Mrs. Lois Brown McClain; a son, Kenneth McClain
of Fort Worth, Texas; four sisters, Mrs. W. D. Weaks of St.
Louis, Mrs. 0. R. Odom of Paris,
Mrs. Frank Gennuso di Paris,
and Mrs. Eldon O'Rear of Kansas City; and four brothers,
Alan McClain of St. Louis, Mau-

Alvis McClain

Mrs. Katherine Johnson
Mrs. Katherine Webb Johnson,
widow of former Sheriff Goalder
Johnson, died Friday night, Jan.
24, at her home in Hickman. She
was 70.
Services were held at 4 Sunday afternoon at St. Paul's Episcopal Church. The Rev. William
Sanders of Union City, officiated. Burial was in the Hickman
Cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson was born in
Nashville and had been a resident of Hickman for 47 years.
She was a communicant of St.
Paul's Episcopal Church. Her husband died in 1940.
a communitant of St. Paul's

F

CAYCE NEWS
Llano* Boadurant •
Mrs. Pearl Fisher of Memphis,
Tenn is visiting Mrs. Ruth Cloys
and other friends this week
Johnny Stayton has returnee
to Memphis hospital for more
treatment. We wish him success
Mr Roy Cruce has been sick
for several days.
Billie Simpson left Sunday for
his home in Mint, Mich after a
weeks visit with his parents mr.
and Mrs. A. Simpson.
Mrs. Mae Wall spent Wednesday in Fulton with Miss Hattie
Hampton and Mrs Vada Bard
Mrs. Dalaie Bondurant and
Clarice were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Lou Bondurant and Canielle.
Episcopal Church. Her husband
died in 1940.
She leaves two daughters, Mrs.
H. 0. Warlick of Tullahoma,
Tenn., and Mrs. Florence Smith
of Hickman; two sisters, Mrs
Frances Webb Cobb of Montgomery, Ala., and Mrs. Ellis Malian
of Daytonia, Fla.; four grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

Go to Church Sunday

This community was saddened
to learn of the death of R. C
Mosley's mother who named away
Friday night at the home of
her daughters near Union City.
Tenn. The funeral and burial
was held Sunday afternoon at
Popular Grove church We all
extend sympathy to all the farnlly.

F
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FRONTIER FORT
=1:714b18
Hardinsburg, seat of Breckindown r iyaws,,__Ibi wok WM
ridge County, came into exis- Lew
and Ease Teruo InnmiP
tance in 1780 as a fort built by
and
soldier
Capt. William Hardin,
BENNETT ELECTRICn
frontiersman, who was known to
Main
217
the Indians as "Big Bill."
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The Whitnel FuneralTHEHome
BEST—

IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE

We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you-PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

Gc

THE KEN-TENN AREA'S

BIG COVERAGE
Radio Station

NEAR

Mrs. Leila Lucas
Mrs. Della Lucas died Thursday night, Jan. 23, at Hillivew
klospital.
She was born Sept. 7, 1883 in
Hickman County, daughter of the
late Thomas and Flora Williams
Mitchell. She was a member of
he First Baptist Church. She had
lived in Fulton most of her life.
Services were held Saturday
afternoon at 2, at the Hornbeak
'Funeral Home chapel. The Rev.
John Laida officiating. Burial
Nes in the Oakwood Cemetery
leer Clinton.
She leaves two daughters, Mrs.
3-eorge Batts of Fulton and Mrs.
:.,luynell Smith of Kansas City;
ive sisters, Mrs. Adeline Fowlkes
if Amarillo, Texas, Mrs. Ina
3each of Dupo, Ill., Mrs. Ray
11cNickle of BelieveIle, Ill., Mrs.
iora Howell and Mrs. Harvey
.orris of Oaktore Ky.; a brother,
John Mitchell of Clinton; five
p-andchildren and six greatgrandchildren.

Shack
Mrs. Dorothy Shuck,
wife

Mrs. Dorothy Jane
if James A. Shuck of Owensboro,
Ky., former Fultonian, died
Thursday morning, Jan. 23, of
_leukemia, at the Davies County
Hospital in Owensboro.
Mrs. Shuck was the daughter!
if the Rev. and Mrs. BedfordC
Turner, formerly of Clinton, Ky.
She leaves besides her husband .
and parents, two daughteis,
\limy and Helen Jane; and two ,
iisters.
Mr. Shuck is the son of Mrs.
oi. L. Shuck of Fulton.
Services were held Saturday
-afternoon at 2, at the Settle
Methodist Church in Owensboro.

David Kent Toon
Prayer services were held Fri-lay morning, Jan. 17, at 10 at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel
or David Kent .Toon, one-dayof Mr. and Mrs: Jewell
dd
Foon of Fulton. Burial was in
.3reenlea Cemetery.
Rev. J. T Halt, pastor of South
'vulton Baptist Church, officiated
The child was born Wednesday, Jan. 15, at Jones Hospit:-I,
where he died Thursday mornirg.
Mrs. Toon is the former Martha Green.

ROBERT A.
EVERETT
Speak In behalf
of his candidacy
for Congress
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Authorized by
Joel Shore, U. C. Tenn.
Paid Political
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FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT
SEE
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Will iut St.
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the percentage required to bring tive payment, the average weight
the national average price re- of wool per hundred pgunds of
ceived by all producers for sales lamb, and the value of lamb wool
Mrs. Carey Frields •
during the 1958 marketing year in relation to shorn wool.
(Ida sole: the following information supplied THS N11118
1-s. Susie
mr17Ids
up to the 62-cent incentive level.
n
Mr. Bard again reminds wool
by the USDA, ASC nearby County Agents and agricultural
The payment rate for the 1956 growers "to keep all sales re- hasn't been so good for the past
agencies will be of special interest to progressive farmers in the
marketing year was 40 percent. cords in a safe place." The ac- week and seems to be weaker
Ken-Tenn area):
Producers who market wool counts of sale must have the than last reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Vincent visitduring the 1958 marketing year information needed to support.
will be eligible for a payment the producer's payment applica- ed at the bedside of Mrs. Vin1958 WOOL INCENTIVE
Chairman, Fulton Agricultural
cent's sister, Alga, who is a patwhich will be an amount equal tion.
PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
Stabilization and Conservation
ient in Mayfield Hospital the past
to the percentage rate times the
Committee.
The 1958 wool incentive proproceeds from the sale of their ACP ASSISTANCE REQUESTS Tuesday. She is improved at this
As announced earlier, the shorn wool. Payments will be made
gram recently announced by the
writing.
on NOW RUNG ACCEPTED
U. S. Department of Agriculture wool incentive price in 1958 will the 1958 wool in the summer of
Mr. and Mrs, J. W. Bynum
Request for government costwill be similar to the program in be 62 cents per pound, as during 1959, when the tabulation of pro- share assistance for
performing and daughter, Georia Ann, Mrs.
effect during the current market- the past three years. The pay- ducer returns is completed.
1958 ACP practices listed below Sam Mathis and daughter, Saming year, according to Roy Bard, ment rate for shorn wool will
Mr. Bard urges wool produc- are now being accepted at the mie Jane, and Elizabeth Olive,
be
ers to get the best possible price Obion County ASC office. The and Mr. Basil Mathis spent Sunfor selling their wool. This is sign-up now will inc.Jcie those day in Memphis, Tenn. with Sam
important to the grower because, practices to be carried out dur- Mathis who is a patient in Kennedy Veterans Hospital, where
under the percentage method of ing first 6 months of 1958.
payment, the higher the price the
The following practices are he has been under treatment for
Long Term — Low Interest
individual producer gets for his available for the first sign-up the past few weeks.
Rev. Arthur Wilkerson filled
wool in the market, the larger period:
No appraisal fee
his incentive payment is. This
A-2 Permanent Pasture and/or his regular appointment at New
You pay only for the time that you use
method is designed to encourage Hay; A-3 Pasture and/or Hay in Salem Baptist Church the past
the money.
producers to do the best possible Crop Rotation; A-4 Liming for Sunday at 11 o'clock and also
job of marketing their wool.
Legumes and Grasses; A-5 Con- the evening service.
Mr. Joe Westbrook is suffering
The payment method on lambs tour Striperopping; A-7 Tree
from a seige of virus and confinPlanting;
B-1
Improvement
of
an
under
the
1958
program
will also
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
be the same as under the current Established Vegetative Cover; ed to his room. Dr. Wilson is the
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee
1957 program. Each producer who B-7 Ponds for Livestock Water; attending physician.
Mrs. Mary Frields suffered a
owns lambs for 30 days or more 5-10 Woodland Improvement; C-1
and sells the lambs unshorn will Sod Waterways; C-4 Constructing broken arm in a fall several days
be eligible for a payment. The Terraces; C-5 Constructing Diver- ago. Friends regret to hear of
payment
will be made on the sion Terraces, Ditches or Dikes; her accident and hope she will
Go All-Electric
weight increase of the lambs dur- F-1 Seeding Summer Legumes soon be restored to the full use
in your Automatic Home Laundry
ing the period of each producer's and Grasses (including Lesped- of her arm.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True
eza and Sudan Grass).
ownership.
This program is open to ALL visited at the bedside of Mr.
Payments to producers who buy
unshorn lambs and then shear farmers, however, an application True's sister, Zelrna, Sunday, who
them will be subject to a down- must be filed prior to the time is very sick. A speedy recovery
ward adjustment .in any shorn the practice is started and on or is hoped for the lady by many
wool incentive payment they before February 15, 1958 in order friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
apply for. The payments on un- to be eligible for costsharing.
Martin were Sunday night dinner
shorn lambs will be a fixed rate
guests of parents, Mr. and Mrs.
per hundredweight of live lambs COST-SHARING ACP
Buton Lassiter.
sold. For 1956 marketings, the FUNDS IN ORION COUNTY
An epedemic of chicken-pox
The cost-sharing funds allocatpayment rate on lambs was 71
cents per hundredweight This ed to Obion County for cost-shar- is spreading ec aid about the
price was calculated on the basis ing under the 1958 ACP is $100,Planting; B-1 Improvement of an
of the average shorn wool incen- 081.39, compared to $102,046.26
Established
Vegetative Cover;
for the 1957 program.
B-7 Ponds for Livestock Water;
wat•M
Mr. Vaughn, Chairman of Obion
/rfearing Aid Batteries County ASC Committee, expects 5-10 Woodland Improvement; C-1
Sod Waterways; C-4 Constructthat participation in 1958 ACP
ing Terraces; C-5 Constructing
Complete Line
will
the
slightbe
same
about
or
For all makes of hertuj aids!
Diversion Terraces, Ditches or
larger
1956,
was
than
ly
in
it
Visit our Hearing Aid
Dikes; F-1 Seeding Summer Le'sent at your first eggsrfrasilSy. when Obion farmers used ACP gumes and Grasses (includes Lescost-sharing.
pedeza and Sudan Grass).
Since the 1957 program is still
This program is open to ALL
These NI not complete and final reports farmers,
Lake Street
however, an application
will be available for some weeks,
must be filed prior to the time
an accurate report cannot be
the practice is started and on or
made at this time but it is indi• - .**
*
before February 15, 1958 in order
cated that farmer-use of ACP in
to be eligible for costsharing.
this county will compare favor...\—,>._•"1 Li
ably with the 1956 program.
There are a total of 2760 farms
in the county, according to latest
'figures. "It is my observation
that farmers who receive the
,1o ntate...
greatest and most lasting benefits The Sensational New Invention
from ACP cost-sharing are those
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
who have a definite, fairly long
No Belts — No Straps —
time conservation plan in mind
No Odors
and use ACP to help them carry
Approved by Doctors — Th.
out that plan", Mr. Vaughn reWorld's Most Comfortable
marked.
Truss
Cooperators in the local Soil
Conservation District frequently
408 Lake St.
use their farm conservation plans,
Fulton
prepared with the help of the Minagmumaurramow
Soil Conservation Service, in
making requests for ACP assis‘
tier
ip
met pees Wogs MOD
tance to carry out parts of their
—vile esteems at
plan.
idi siseas. Ask se see
Any conservation plan for the
nail al du Mass modfarm which shows careful thinkel SOWN imansimat
ing about the farm's individual
el yas Make. We el..
needs, is evidence that the ACP
liaacies. Ask 'beau
cost-sharing will be used toward
DMZ easy purchase pica
a definite goal, the chairman
RENTAL privilege.
V
pointed out.
Mariam idautAa washing anill drying ra tio
The following practices are
clean, grins!' rie **ewe, .
with autoavailable for the first siget-up
matic sofa, low tanspreaturos, th•t towals,
period:
chartilliss, corduroys.
end Huffy
A-2 Permanent Pasture and/or
—ready to our sway ...oho., ironing Miracle
4 NEW 'Be FORD
Hay; A-3 Pasture and/or Hay in
fabrics with and dry safely, quickly, and
STVILS81088
easily. 'Clean is electric light" haat lumps
Crop Rotation; A-4 Liming for
%- and 1-ton cawhite clothes whits and colorad cloth*, brsouLegumes and Urasses; A-5 Conpacities in body lengths
tiiully bright No flames or fumes
. no
tour Striperopping; A-7 Tree
fading or discoloring. Makes clothes lost
from 6 5i to 9 feet
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
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IT—
your
more
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FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

Welch school and some who were
victims was Olivia Johnson, Rosie
Chambers and Roger Hastings.
Mr. Sam Mathis, patient of
Kennedy Veterans Hospital, will
return today for a few days convolscent at his home near St.
Line Rqad. He will re-enter the
hospital later. Best wishes for a
most speedy recovery.
Paul Rickman, 45, invalid son
of _Mr. Albert Rickman, passed
away Sunday night at his home
here, Dist. No. 1, after an illness that overtook the lad at age
of 11. His suffering of 34 years
has been intense, which has been
born with great fortitude. He was
will known and held the affection of both old and young.
The survivors are his aged

father, three brothers S and -four
sisters. Many nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were helc
Monday at Zions Hill Church of
Christ with interment In church
cemetery. Jackson Brothers Funeral Home in charge of tin arrangements.
We have complete stooks

"A VT1111 V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
Machines

BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n

I
NOT.FLUFFY

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

1

Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307
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DRUG CO.

when you wash
and dry laundry
with "CLEAN"
ELECTRICITY

CITY DRUG CO.

out

•'r'
,

KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWEAS FOUNDATION
p 1522 Noykrum Ikallreksg, LoulirrIlle, Kentucky
Sross"

0W
9
FORD

we Ames •.we--fawma
whites rely whis•

COTO

JULY 10, 1852-11ENIT (LAY BURIED AT LEXINGTON
Kentucky's great statesman, Henry Clay, died in
Washington, D. C. on June 29, 1852 One of the nation's largest and most impressive funerals honored
the passing of the famous Senator. The funeral entourage back to Lexington was routed through 20
principal cities. It arrived in Lexington July 9th.
Clay was laid to rest in Lexington Cemetery, amid
services attended by scores of high officials.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
our residents. The sale of this light, bright beverage of
moderatiOh under orderly conditions is an importatt
objective of the United States Brewers Foundation.
Our continuing educational program helps beer retailers maintain their high

10.1

PICKUPS!

Pick th• One that Just fits your job

long.', and huts you from work and worry,
automatically.

STOP worms in pigs
BEFORE they do their damage!
WAYNE PIG FEEDS
are available now with

COMSINATION
ELECTRIC WASHER-DRYER

HYGROMYCIN*

Choice of a variety of models
Whether you choose a spaciasaving, combination *Satiric washar.
dryer for easy kitchan installation, or **potato iskuirk washar
and &vs., with a twist of the licit you'll Itcova this clacinotts
fluffiest clothes .sir.
ENJOY THE SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE Of A MODERN, ELECTRIC
WASHER AND DRYER. SRI YOUR Cs DEALER TODAY!
4.
--

ttkA
FITTS.

SC rn to.‘>"
'

live Better...E.lecttkally
ti jib FULL
'

HOUSEPOWER

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY .

the new antibiotic worm
preventive—stops worm
eggs from hatching in the
pig's intestine. Proved
effective by Wayne Research.
•Standard in Tail Curler—
optional in Pig Balancer.

Arsanilic Acid Too
In Wayne Pig Feeds
Arsanilic acid proved so valuable with
antibiotics in scour
prevention and rapid
growth promotion
that Wayne now includes it as a standard ingredient in
Tail Curler and Pig
Balancer.

Hog Benefits Never Before Thought Possible —
Now Yours ix WAYNE Syncro-lymk Hog Feeds!

WAYNE
FEEDS

For faster gain at lower cost—
Get on the Wayne Program Today!

• MEW '68 PORO
FLARSSICHIS
%I- and 1 ton ca-

pacities in body lengths
from 8% to•feet

INS tic
TRUCKS

t FT% SW( MORI FORD
ANY OTHER MAKI

THAN

FORD TRUCKS
COST LESS
Less to own ..Caters.. ..l.StIsiSiI.tl

See- mir
"
4 611

NSW '68 FORD RANCHERO
ameoce'‘
workr
p y-4,127 truck.
Big 1125 lb

A.C. Butts & Sons
East State Line
•

Phone 202

Fulton

•

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

If You're Interested in an Al Used Car — Be Sure to See Your Ford Miler

CARD OF THANkS
FOR YOUR better dress shoes
with spike heels, bring them
We wish to express our ti,utnks
to us for safe repair. Special to our friends and neighbors for
tunes, LP And EP albums.
LET BEN Barber do your shoe
exclusedesigned
machine
new
Street,
Wade TV, 306 Main
repairieg. Modern Shoe Shop,
their many acts of kindness shown
ly for this type of heel repair
Fulton.
21Q Cununercial Avenue, now
us in the passing of our loved
FulShop,
the
Shoe
at Forrester's
:ZED car prices are taking
open for business.
We thank Bro. Laida and
one.
Poplar,
Oak,
TO
BUY:
WANT
ton.
hide off us! Hurry over, watch
Bro. Hemphill for their prayers
White Ash, Walnut, Gum and
us suffer. Atkins Motor Sales, NOW is the time to get your
singBeech standing timber. Highest I AM NOW representing the and words of comfort; the
Typewriter and Adding MacLake Street, Extended; Fulton.
Greenfield Monument Works ers and pianist; Dr. Poe for his
prices paid. Write the Southern
Mae Overhauled. See Cleo
?IANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
and will appreciate the oppor- excellent service; Jackson Bros.
Star Lumber Company or phone
Peeples, Service Manager of
tunity to show you our beauti- for their kind service; also for
expert rebuilding, reconditionTenMcKenzie,
2-3344.
ComElgin
The Harvey Caldwell
line of memorials. Tom the beautiful flowers. May God
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
ful
nessee.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outbless each of you, is our prayer.
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
fitters, Phone 074.
JUST ARRIVED: Large selection
—The family of
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- FOR THE BEST Deal tin °thee
of 2-year-old field-grown rose MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Mrs. Hattie Gibson
$139.95
models,
automatic
thine and electric floor polishand
Lake
Franklin,
Ben
89c.
bushes,
r.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walke
service.
and
Sales
up.
er and electric vacuum cleanand
Street, Fulton.
WE RE-STYLE your old shoes
Bee James 0. Butts at The
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
cm., SPECIAL: living room suites; Beanett Electric, Phone 201.
Caldwell
with new heels; you'll like our
H a r•e y
Phone 35, Church Street.
DRIVE-IN Ofhee Outfitters,
work. Forrester's Shoe Shop,
for industry
DRILLED
WELLS
drawers
of
chest
like
new;
look
Phone 874. We trade for your
Fulton.
equipment,
Moder,
homes
and
odd
few
a
and
used;
both new
old equipment.
experienced workmen. Write
dressers at Wade's Used FurniFOR SALE
WE HAVE
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
ture Store. Trade with Wade
HOME furnishings: good Norge
Fulton, Ky
RCA WHIRLPOOI
and Save. 112 Main Street,
and Gibson refrigerators; extra
Nice two bedroom home, on
phone 478.
nice Norge electric range at
COMBINATION WASHER
Thedford Street, convenient to
BARGAINS: 54-inch round table
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Hillview Hospital, and within
AND DRYER
two
nice;
extra
chairs;
and six
sale now going on
Trade with Wade and Save. BIG slash
two block of town. Large lot,
9x12, 12x12 RANGES, REFRBGBRATORS
rockers;
a
old
style
barfor
over
Rush
now.
right
112 Main Street, phone 478.
126 by 213, good garden spot,
AIR CONDITIONERS
and 12x15 rugs, $5.50 and up
gain to Atkins Motor Sales,
Venetian
Gas stove, and
at Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Lake Street, extended; Fulton.
TRADE • NOW
blinds are included in sales
Trade with Wade and Save.
FREE PARKING!
price of $3850.00.
478.
phone
Street,
112 Main
headquarters: Records, re?age 8; The Fulton News, Thursday, January 30, 1958 in-ri
cord players. Hi-Ft latest hit

F.
S

CLASSIFIED ADS

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

One of the finest homes in
Fulton, located in Country
Club Courts. Two nice large
bedrooms, living room, dining
room, combination garage. We
want to sell this and will accept a small home on trade.
Will carry large loan LET ME
SHOW
YOU THIS FINE
HOME.

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

RCA and ZENITET
TELEVISION

TAYLOR CHEVROLET has added another Mechanic to better serve the public. From a
spark plug to a general overhaul, they will take care of
your needs: All work guaranteed. Taylor Chevrolet Co.

Tape Recorders
Geiger Counters
Metal dectectors
Antenna installation

FARM LOANS

and service
HI-Fl Service

Long Terms-r-Easy Payments

KING TELEVISION

(N CONNAUGHTON-ARNOLD
subdivision, three bedrooms,
central gas heat, family room,
new and ready to go. This will
carry a large loan.

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

In West Fulton, on Fourth
Street, large old home in good
location, three bedrooms, nice
kitchen, well financed.

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

—Insurance---

Hire Some Hustle and Know
How When You List Your
Property!

Wick Smith Agency

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

Sales • • • Service

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

ON BATES STREET, in South
Fulton, the H. W. Ruddle
home, recently redecorated,
Draperies,
remodeled.
and
Electric Stove, Television Antenna, and extra lots are included in sale price of $6,000.00

NEW LOCATION

FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
203 Main St.

Phone 5

Phone 613,

Union City

202 Lake St.

Fulton

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
129 MAYFIELD, KY.

Nursing Home.
FOR SALE:
Small down payment for house
and business. Write P. 0. Box
75, Union City, Tenn.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

SEEING is believeing. Hurry
over and check our prices on
used cars. Atkins Motor Sales,
Lake Street, extended, Fulton

SCOTT'S FLORAL
SHOPPE
304 Main St.
Fresh cut flowers at all times
Funeral Flowers
Hospital dr Wedding Bouquets
Fall and Winter dried arrangements and artistically arranged
Nice Ass't picture frames—
Brass Gifts—Lamps.
Always YOUR dependable
Florist
Phone 20-.1
Rath R. Scott

H&
TELEVISION

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insuranoo on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
44% DOWN. 30% ia 3 MOS.

MAC and FAY'S
Flower Shop
Flowers fee all occasions
Potted Plant. — Cut Flowers
Corsages — Funeral Designs
Christmas & all occasion Cards
Center Pieces & Hospital Arrangements.

30% is 6 MONTHS
N• IntereisL No earrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 — 160

Mame 49 ter Prompt Delivery

Wick Smith Agency

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE FOR LESS

• ROOMS OF

Fulton, Ky.

HUNTS - Big 2 1/2 Can

4 FOR

Peaches $1
DERBY - Dill. 16 oz.

7- FOR

Pickles $1
STO -4 Sticks

Oleo 5 lbo:sr $1
HUNTS -Big - 20-oz.

4 FOR

FURNITURE Bacon 3for$1
$649.95

240111

Both for $69.50 - Reg.$139.00 val.
9x12

Wool Faced Carpet

Automatic Westinghouse
Toaster with Purchase of Any
7-Piece Dinette

Regular $79.50

$60.00

WADE

FURNITURE
COMPANY

"TRADE WTH WADE AND SAVE"

0 K LAUNDRY

LAKE STREET

CLEANERS
.
7

4 LBS.

Bologna $

PHONE 103

ARMOUR STAR

2 LBS.

Franks $1
JACK.Brand - Tall Cans 7FOR

Wade's Selection Is Complete
You can't beat Sisnitone
for cleaning suits! All dirt.
spots and perspiration
gone. Original finish and
texture restored. Minor
mending free. Better press
lasts longer and there's
never•tell-tale cleaning
odor. Try us today!

OLD FASHION

Mattress and Matching Box Springs

FREE

Phone 1S0

West State Line
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CHUCK WAGON - Sliced

Includes; Complete Kitchen, Complete Living Room, Complete Bed Room.

SANITONE

'ly e

_, ‘

Catsup $1

PHONE 62 OR 160

Say! That
SAN!TONE
ity cleaning
?sally made
my suit look
like new!

„

FULTON, KY.
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